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ABSTRACT
This three-part concept paper was the result of a

colloquium, during which 35 community college educators met in
Traverse City, Michigan, to discuss issues related to access,
assessment, and developmental education and to develop concept papers
and recommendations for each topic. First, introductory material
describes the colloquium and its objectives, and attempts to provide
an idea of the participants' emotional and deeply personal
involvement in the issues and the event. After noting the
interdependence of the concepts under consideration, the paper
addresses the open door philosophy of the community college, arguing
that without supportive programs to cmsure students' success, the
goal of educational equality is not achieved. Recommendations for
action are presented next, focusing on community needs assessment;
intervention strategies; inservice staff d:7ve1opment; and research
needs. The next sections deal with issues and challenges relatd to
student assessment, proposing a philosophy and definition of testing
and offering ref-ommendations for the development of comprehensive and
systematic assessment programs for all students. Finally, the paper
considers the role of developmental education in the community
colleges, redefining the concept, identifying specific
characteristics of successful programs, listing advantages of
effective programs, and offering recommendations with respect to
program evaluation, student-teacher ratios, ongcing staff
development, comprehensive student support services, teacher
qualifications, learning modes, business-industry programs, college
credit, and other areas. (EJV)
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In July, 1986, 35 community college educators met on the campus

of Northwestern Michigan College in TraVerse_City for a colloquium

titled "Toward Leadership in Access, ASsessment, and Developmental

Education." Sponsors of the colloquium included the American College

Testing Program, the National Council on Student Development, the National

Council of Instructional Administrators, the American Association of

Women in Community and Junior_Colleges, the National Council on Black

American Affairs, the National Council of Hispanic Americans, and the

National Association of Developmental Educators.

The purpose of this colloquium was to discuss issues related to

accesspotassessment, and developmental education with an outcome resulting

in A PaPer addressing each_issue. The charge of developing this paper

Wail initially made by the Board of Directors of the American Association

of Community Junior Colleges in 1985-86. The AACJC Board, under the

direction of the President and Chief Executive Officer, Dale Parnell,

believed that access,_assessment, and developmental education ard critical

isSues Affecting the Association membership. The AACJC Councilt that

SponSored thid colloquium were asked to lead the development of a position

paper for preSeatation and review by the Board. This position paper

repredenta the views of the colloquium participants and was Written

for broad_distribution nationally and for presentation to the AACJC

Board of Directors.
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ACCESS, ASSESSMENT, AND DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATICN IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

INTAODUCTION-&-OVERVISW

This great country is rich_with opportunities for its citizens.
Only in the United States can all_persons, regardless_of their_background,
pursue the dream of higher education. In its short history, the community
college has opened its doors of opportunity to millions of people who
have previously found the doors of selective universities closed.

On the surface, the open door community college that is intended
to_help fulfill dreams of United States citizens_is exciting indeed!
Unfortunately, a simple committent to_non-selective admissions in the
community college has resuLted in much criticism of the fulfillment
Of the community_college mission. In fact, an outspoken critic of
the community college asserts_that students who attend these colleges
receive a "second best" education (Zwerling; 1976); Zwerling suggests
that_the American community college is not a vehicle for opportunity
bUt_is a social filter and provides a "cooling out process" so that
aspirations of_stUdents who want to be upwardly mobile are brought
down to a "realistic level."

In July, 1986 a small group of community college professionals
met to address several important issues that are basic to the heart
of the community college mission. The participants heard outstanding
speakers present challenges and criticisms of their work and they were
forced to deal with some unpleasantries about the outcome of community
college interventions. As practitioners, the participants had learned
"first hand" that access through the open door community college without
comprehensive assessment and developmental programming was counter-productive
to the basic purpose of providing opportunity toward the achievement
of student aspirations. Sometimes it is difficult to face the reality
that community colleges are all not always successful in the completion
of goals.

This 1986 Traverse City Statement which describes issues related
to access, assessment, and developmental education is long overdue.
As loving critics of the profession, the participants agreed unanimously
that the open door community college must make good its promise of
opportunity through a variety of pragmatic interventions discussed
in this paper.

The sub-group that worked with the access issue spent countless
hours, day and night, tackling the ramifications of the open door in
the community college. These professionals concluded that simply opening
the doors of a community college without being community-based and
without providing specialized intervention support was not meeting
the challenge of access. This issue was emotional indeed. Informal

discussions Ied to a realization that some participants were unable
to meet the selective criteria of universities and began their higher
education at "second chance" community colleges.
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The Student assessment issue was equally emotional among_the issues

raided._ If Colleges assess basic skills prior to_their enrollment,

Will thiS practice limit access to thousands of cititenS? Assessment

and COurSe_placoment are extremely volatile issues in the community

collage teidAy.If a student cannot pass a basic skills test, due either

to CUltUral differences or test anxietyi should collegee restrict the

courses in which that student may enroll?

Some participants shared their personal experiences with testing

and strongly cautioned against testing as the only measure of student

readiness. Thus, it was unanimously agreed that student assessment
is more than testing of basic skills and should include an assessmilnt
of motivational levels, study skills, background, past performance,
educational readiness, and self concept. In no way should an assessment
program restrict access; rather, it should be utilized to promote the

success of students toward the pursuit of educational goals.

What happens to a student who WalkS through that open door and
participates in a pre-enrollment assessment program only to find that
he or she needs specialized interventior to be successful in college
work? A true commitment to accetd requires an incredibly strong smmi-

2ffective developmental education proaram. The developmental education
sub-group disCussed much or the-literature in the field and concluded
that successful developmental education programs enhance academic standards,

improve student retention and goal achievement, and provide important
benefits for society as a Whole.

Community college profettionalS are working in settings_that are
probably the most challenging in the American educational system._
A classroom with studentS from various ethnic backgrounds, ages, and

academic levels, is extremely challenging to addrcss successfully.
Many students who See community colleges as their last chance for opportunity

desperately need profetdional interventions through developmental assessments

and sunport programs. Without these interventions, community colleges
often make a mockery of the open door concept.

It may be important to note that the Traverse City participants

believed that their potition was a major departure from_prevailing
concepts and_definitiond. Previously, access was defined as_dimply

opening the door. Student assessment was too frequently used only
as a pre-enrollment toSting program, and developmental_education was
only remedial courted designed to deal with the underprepared in basic

skir.s. AA ond readS the 1986 Traverse City Statement, it is important

to note that the participants departed from the above definition of
these three conceptd. This departure presents major challenges requiring
the attention of profeSsionals at both the local and national level.
These challenged, In the form of recomnendations, are offered with
the intent_that they Will be appropriate in all types of community
colleged, large and Small, rural and urban, statewide and locally governed.

Organizationd and individuals resist change. Successful implementation
of the three concepts presented in this paper will require change on

behalf of many profeSdionals. In the sixties the community college
was the rebel promoting change in the American higher education system.

The time hat come for community college educators to revitalize the
spirit of promoting change, to critically assess policies and practices,

iii
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and to enthusiastically tackle the challenges addressed in this paper.

It id the hope of the participants that the emotion and energy generated

during on short week in Traverse City, Michigan by a small number

of_concerned community college professionals will be shared locally

and nationally as the profession addresses the important challenges
associated with access, assessment, and developmental education.

-Referende-

Zwerling, L. S. (1976). The crisis of the community college: second

best- McGraw Hill.

iv
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Proposal
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges-Policy Brief

ACCESS, ASSESSMENT, AND DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION*

Access,_assessment, and developmental education are interdependent
corcepts. Simply_opening the door of higher education to a diverse
cit.zenry, without_prescriptive assessment and comprehensive developmental
support programs, is as irrational as registering the entire populace
for a swim meet without first assessing individual swimming abilities;
Some may be ready to compete while others wiII need specialized remediation
to perform successfully.

In its short history the American community college has opened
its doors of opportunity to millions of people who have previously
found the doors of selective universities closed. Unfortunately, a
simple commitment to the access through non-seIective admissions has
not been enough to ensure student success. Students who are not prepared
to succeed have found the community college to be a revolving door.
Assessment of entry level skills and abilities is imperative to ensuring
student success. Students with identified deficiencies should have
the opportunity to benefit from a comprehensive program of developmental
studies.

ACCESS: MAKING GOOD THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE OPEN DOOR

Over the years, society's moral commitment to providing access
to higher education for all citizens was believed to be fulfilled through
conmunity colleges with non-selective admissions policies. Citizens
who were unable to attend four year colleges due to academic unpreparedness,
financial limitations, or geographic location now have the opportunity
to pursue the American dream. Persons who want to learn a new skill
for reentering the job market have a college within commuting distance
of thei= home to achieve this goal. On the surface, it appears as
though the country's moral and legal obligation to provide equality
of educational opportunity for all have been met through the community
college.

Unfortunately, too frequently this open door became a revolving
door for many community college students. While students could enroll
in community college programs with ease, too often they did not meet
with academic success and thus did not achieve their educational aspirations.
A common criticism of the comprehensive community college is that it
has failed to meet its primary objectives of providing equal opportunity
and quality education even though all of the citizenry may easily enroll
in its programs.

This limited view of access as an open door admissions policy,
without supportive programs to ensure students' success does not fulfill
.the intent of providing educational equality. True fulfillment of
access of American higher education requires attitudes and behaviors

*Note: An expanded version of this paper is in press as a chapter
in a publication sponsored by ACT.
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supportive of a broader concept of access. These attitudet_should

be reflected in college policies, practices, and programs that are

intentionally designeA to ensure Student success from the point of

entry, through the pursuitof their educational goals, and toward the

fulfillment of successful exit goals;

Thus, a new definition of access that focuses on the institution's

responsibility to assist the_stUdehts in succeeding once they have

entered the open door is needed. EdW well a community college succeeds

with ensuring access should be measured by the number of students who

achieve their educational goalt, rather than the number of students

who enter the institution.

Access: Recommendations for Action

399.7

Community colleges should: 1) Identify community hdeils_and establish

or redefine the community_college misslom and goals tOtreet_those needs;

Institutional practices should be cons:L.:tent with the stated college

mission; 2) Establith and support intervention strategiet;_tUch_as_

assesAment_and developmental education, in light of identified student

anprcommunity hedas 3) Establish and promote in-service_programs_

that_prepare-ttaff to understand the diverse needt 6f Students_served

by the dollege and td effectively support and deliVer intervention

strategiet_that ensure successful student access and Matriculation;

4) Engage in broad base dialogon issues related to_aotess and the

develOpMent Of Strategics to promote Access; and 5)_Engage in institutional

researdh tO study dommunity characteristics,, and ttUdent demographics,

and student Matriculation in effn t2ts to-measure Whether initial access

to the ifittitttion is effeCtive.

While thase sug -gestions offered are apprOpriate for all community

cone-get, it it important to note that each ihdiVidtal institution_

ould tonduot its_own assessment, develop tailOred plans to achieve

accetS related goalsi_and ensure that an evaldatiOn Of these efforts

leadd to program improvement. In addition, it iSimperative that all

pertOnt assooiated with the community college WOrk C011aboratively

toWard the achievement of access goals. A coMMitted college_staff

WithOut a Committed board:of trustees and state legitlature will not

likely be fully harmonious toward the achieVeMent Of worthy goals.

It is important to note that comprehentive aggpactment is vital

tO the ftlfillment of student success, and developmental intervention

is Often an extension_of the assessment procett. Thus; a surface commitment

to_accett without a pragmatic commitment to_programs of_assessment

and develOpmental education is no real committent at all;

STUDENT ASSESSMENT: CRITICAL-I-SSUES-AND- CHALLENGES

A-Phi-losoch_v_and Definition _1

The open door communityijunior college has attracted a highly

AiVerte student_population. The varied_Skill levels of this population,

coupled with the high rate of documented adult illiteracy in the United

Stated, indicates that appropriate of dtUdefitt' skills and careful

placement in a responsive educational program are needed if community

colleges are to increase the probability Of student success; Compreheasive

8
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assessment is critical to the fulfillment of access objectives and

to ensuring that this open door is not a revolving door for many students.

Community collegeS t4hith Allem or advise academically underprepared

students to enter classes for Which they are not prepared may be closing

the door to student sudoetd and bldtking the road to achievement of

both institutional And Student edddational goals; Assessment is a

vital component for effectiVe_teaching and learning; An effective

aSsesaMent prograM Will promote educational quality, access; and the

efficient use of institutiOnal resources;

Stddent assessment is a systematic process by which students'

abilitied and_interests are determined; Effective student assessment

odturd_thrbughOut the educational process; While assessment is most

di:mak:day used as a pre-enrollment test of abilities in such areas as

Math; reading; and writing effective and comprehensive assessment Ortgrams

ate muth broader in_scope; In addition to basic skills assessments,
effeCtive assessment programs should include past performance, educational

readiness (mental; physical; and emotional); educational goals, study

skills; self-concepts; and motivation. Assessment is not_just_testing.
but_consists of a combination of systematic efforts and educational

tools to guide the learning and teaching processes.

Aseeeement: Recommendations

1) All communiyjuniàr colleges should provide a comprehensive

and systematic assessment program for all_studentS. It is

essential that all credit and credit seeking studentS be
assessed in appropriate areas utilizing effective measures
and tools; Won-credit students may be exempt froit tertain
tests or other assessment processes designed for tredit seeking_

students; however; certain aspects of assessment are appropriatg;

and necessary for these students as well. This_assessment

program should include but not necessarily limited to academic

development in basic skillso,self-concepts, study skills;
motivation; educational readiness, educational goals; and
past achievement.

2) The assessment program should be a systematic; on-coing process

that begins on or before the time of enrollment_and continues

throughout enrollment with the conclUsion of outcome assessments.

3) Prior to_initial enrollment, students should have the opportunity

to meet with a trained professional to_integrate assessment

information and to develop the student's educational plan;

4) The assessment process should be used to ensure proper placement

of students in courses or programs to maximize opportunities

for students to attain their educational goals.

5) Continuous staff development at both the local and state
levels to improve expertise of staff_and the quality of the

total assessment program is essential.

9
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6) Research activities should be expanded to include the collection
and dissemination of assessment information. This should
include but not limited to the establishment of normed data
bases, appropriate data analysis, evaluation criteria, evaluation
of student outcomes, and the validation of course placement.

7) During the assessment processes it is important that_the_
procedures and needs of special populations_be considered.
Whgn necessary alternative procedures should be developed
to remove test biases that may disadvantage particular groups
such as women and minorities.

8) A commitment should be made to the funding of necessary staff,
facilities, equipment, and adminittration of the assessment
program. Effective assessment programs that do not limit
access should be funded at a sufficient level to make these
services available for all Studentd at either a no fee or
a nominal fee basis.

9) Information about the college's assessment program should
be_diddeminated throughout the college and the community
and effortS to ensure that the service area is aware of the
availabilities of various assessment procedures.

10) Assessment ShOUld be recognized as_more_than_testing. While
testing may_be a critical component in_the assessment process,
other proedures such as counseling and the studying of past
performance are valid assesnment practices.

Summant-Comments

The_diverse students who have access to the open door community
college_deserve a comprehensive assessment program that includes testingi
counseling and advising; gUidance with course placement, and the development
of_edUtatiOnal vals AS state_and local policymakers_study the issues
related to aSSOSsment and formulate recommendations;_policies, and
laws it is critical that they understand fully_the_concepts and practices
associated with effective; systematic assessment programs; Simply_

mandating_testing without assessment activities is not comprehensive
assessment and_this practice may actually restrict access and be counter
productive to the community college open door philosophy;

DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION

Develoomental -Education Redefined

The termsdevelopmental education is used in post secondary institutions
to_describe programs that teach underprepared students effective cognitive
ane processing skills necessary to become more successful learners.
The target for developmental programs are usually students who desire
to enter transfer programa and career or occupational programs, or
to be functional on the job and in day to day life in a rapidly changing
society;

"Single shot" remedial courses for underprepared students are
not as effective as total support programs which include advising and
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counseling in on-going intervention. Hence, the term developmental
education which includes, but is not limited to, remedial courses has

ovolVed ae an effort to describe a comprehensive and integrated program
of ensuring individual academic success. Developmental programs are
comprehensive in that they assess and address the effective and cognitive
variables necessary it each level of the learning continuum, utilizing
a combination of delivery systems such as basic skills courses, learning
assistance centers, supplemental instruction, paired courses, and counseling
services. Specific characteristics of successful developmental programs
are that they: I, Enable students to acquire competencies which match
the entrance expectancies of faculty who teach college level career
and transfer courses; 2) provide structured courses with clear expectations
of homework, class attendance, and performance levels; 3) operate
in colleges which have established policies and procedures that support
the commitment of the institution to students learning; 4) ensure
that governing boards and CEO's of the institution demonstrate their
willingness to make tough decisions including setting high expectations
for faculty, staff and students; 5) provide counseling and tutorial
support needed to help students to meet their learning goals; 6) limit

the faculty and staff assigned to developmental education to those
that believe that students can and want to learn and are confident
in their ability to cause learning to occur; 7) provide faculty and

staff development programs; and 8) engage in data collection, student
follow-up, and evaluation to determine the outcomec of their efforts.

Advantages

Effective developmental education programs are cost effective
in light of enhanced fulfillment of the college mission and achievement
of student aspirations. Cost effectiveness may be illustrated as follows:

1) maintenance of academic Standardt - SuccedSful developmental programs
help to raise academic standardd. Such programs enhance students'
skills so that they meet higher academic standards than they would
otherwise.

2) Improved retention - Studies report that students who participate
in developmental programS are typically retained at higher levels
than students who do not.

3) Societal benefits - In Addition to providing associate degrees
and certificates, community junier_and technical also have a major
role in training or retraining adults in American society. Sometimes

training is required in baSic Skills to help individuals cope with
the knowledge explosion inherent in the computerized high tech
era.

Recommendations

It is belieVed that even if referms_currently being undertaken
in public eloMentary and See-cindery education are_successful in improving
the_guelity of_high Scheel graduates, developmental education will
still be heeded fOt addlte in a Changing society; In the next decadei
increasing nOMbeird of hen=traditienal students and those who graduate
frOM high Adheel prior to this reform movement will be entering colleges

and iiiiiVerditiaS in_the next decade; In efforts to prepare for these

persons, colleges Should:
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1) Provide an annual review of developmental education programs to
ensure that students acquire exit level competencies which match

the entrance expectations of college level courses:

2) Recognize that diverse student populations have special needs in

that intensive_teacher-student interaction is required through

the endorsement of low student-teacher ratios;

3) Provide an effective on-going staff development and training program
for all faculty and administrators;

4) Provide comprehensive advising, assessment, course placement, and
student support;

5) Provide faculty trained in developmental educetion at a minimum
of the masters degree level and supperted by trained para-profeasionals;

6) Provide multiple learning modes in order to meet the diverse learning
styles and situations of individual students.

7) Provide funding levels for developmental education programs at
a level at least as great as for traditional programs and ideally

at a level reflecting the more intensive resources required.

8) Work with business and industry to promote on-going and, if necessary,
on-site developmental education programs designed to meet specific
industry needs.

9) Endorse the need for developmental education programs through the
local governing board and college chief executive officer.

10) Identify developmental education as an essential component of
tie institution's mission.

11) Transcript developmental education credit_equal to that of other
college credit but not credit meeting graduation requirements.

An "open door" community college that does not have comprehensive,
on-going assessment and developmental education support_is grossly
negligent in fulfilling its stated mission. Developmental programs
should be designed to take students_from where they_are in their learning
and move them to a higher level of knowledge and understanding; If

uommunity colleges are to continue preifessing the "open door to opportunity,
intentional efforta Must be made tO indreaSe the effectiveness of developmental
education.
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